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‘It is possible to make a success 
of your life in your country, SA’  

The month of May, might have come and gone with the June month also drawing to a close. 
The big question is: What have we learnt from the two calendar months? 

To take you back, a bit, during the month of May, we celebrated Africa Day on the 25th, wherein 
we called on Africa to unite and move the continent forward. 

The campaign for a united Africa served as a perfect platform to jointly fight the evil forces 
that are attacking our continent, such as the xenophobic attacks that engulfed South Africa in 
recent times, especially in Gauteng and KwaZulu-Natal. 

Following closely on the heels of Africa Day was the 25th African Union (AU) Summit that was 
held in South Africa from 07 to 15 June 2015. 

The summit advocated for an integrated, prosperous and peaceful Africa, driven by its own 
citizens who are working towards “AGENDA 2063” which calls for Unity, Prosperity and Peace 
in Africa. 

The Summit, which fell on the month of June which is dubbed Youth Month in South Africa, 
gathered interested stakeholders from all corners of the African Continent to map a way-
forward on how to build “The future we want for Africa”.

Also during the month of June, South Africans joined hands to observe Youth Month in different 
parts of the country, with the 39th National Youth Day Commemoration held at the Tshwane 
Events Centre in Pretoria. 

Emanating from the commemoration, the message from President Jacob Zuma was clear and 
simple. While the Government is doing everything to create a conducive environment for youth 
development, the youth of South Africa must also come to the party and grab opportunities 
available to them with both hands.

In his address during the National Youth Day event, the President remarked: “Our message 
to our youth is that it is possible to make a success of your life in your country, South Africa. 
Young people themselves must take the initiative to develop themselves and those around 
them.” 

As the saying goes: “You must want to succeed as bad as you want to breathe, for you to be 
successful.” It is up to the youth of this country to make success of the opportunities they are 
afforded and tackle the triple challenges of poverty, inequality and unemployment. 

On another note, in your current issue of WorxNews, you will learn on how the Department 
of Public Works celebrated Africa Day and the Youth Day. You will also read about a crucial 
meeting between the Department as an employer, and the registered labour unions to review 
progress made in the implementation of the Turnaround Strategy of the Department, this in an 
effort to rebuild the Department of Public Works. You will also read about the funeral benefits 
from the Government Employee Pension Fund (GEPF) that are afforded all government 
employees under this fund, which is something that should afford you the opportunity to claim 
what is rightfully yours.

In closing, the WorxNews crew would like to thank all employees who constantly contribute 
articles and take part in different campaigns that are aimed at generating content for the 
production of WorxNews. To all of you we would like to say: Keep up the good work!

It’s up to the South African youth  
to shape its future positively
Revolutionary greetings to all young people in our country!

I have had an opportunity to engage and debate with young people in our country on several 
topics and I must say that I was somewhat disappointed with the quality of engagements we 
had. I then realised that laziness and being comfortable is becoming a way of life with the 
youth.  I got the sense that most of them expect hand outs from the government and without 
that, nothing happens.

The lazy youth expects jobs, free houses, free food and free clothing. I then asked myself what 
kind of a nation are we going to be if the youth does not want to take an initiative, think for 
themselves, be creative and create opportunities for themselves and others.

These youths complain a lot, especially about the government not doing this and that for them. 
These complaints however, are never about them not doing this and that for themselves. 
The youth of 1976 did not wait for the government to do something for them, but they took 
an initiative to march against laws that were oppressing them. Today things are much easier 
because we don’t need to march against any government; opportunities are there for us to 
grab.

I have also noticed that most of our young people raise most of these issues when they 
are under the influence of alcohol.  The level of drinking and partying among the youth is 
shockingly high. Don’t get me wrong, I have nothing against drinking and partying, but if the 
same enthusiasm put on partying and drinking could be put on building the future, this country 
would have a stronger economy.

Through the debates I’ve had with the youth, I realised that a lot still needs to be done to uplift 
and empower our young people in this country. We can’t be a nation of hand-outs, parties and 
drinkers.

If we are serious about this country, we need to go around our townships and rural areas to 
empower young people through workshops.

For young South Africans to enjoy freedom, they must first free themselves from illiteracy 
and a lack of knowledge.  If the youth of 1976 did it, what can make us fail to overcome our 
challenges? Today is better than yesterday because there are no apartheid laws to inhibit us 
from showing our creativeness.

I stand to be corrected, but I think the biggest contributing factor to unemployment in this 
country is lack of skills. What are we doing about it as young people? The government can 
open FET colleges in all corners of our country, but if we don’t go to them and get the skills 
required to improve ourselves and our beloved country’s economy, we will not make headway.

I challenge each and every young person to improve him or herself. Uzoyithola kanjani uhlezi 
ekhoneni?

Government programmes such as the Expanded Public Works Programme (EPWP) are 
interventions aimed at assisting the poor and young people to get the skills required by the 
labour market.  

You will always be what you want to be in life!

Reggie Ngcobo is the Editor-in-Chief of Worxnews
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DPW 
OBSERVES AFRICA DAY

By Percy Molefe
Pictures By Tshuluzi Nkoana and Thokozani Ngema

The Department of Public Works through its International Relations unit joined the rest 
of the continent to celebrate Africa Day on 25 May 2015. As part of the activities for the 
campaign, the Executive Committee (Exco) of the Department met at the foyer of the CGO 
building at Head Office for a photo shoot. Head Office officials were also afforded an op-
portunity to take pictures at the foyer and share their views on what it means for them to 
be an African. 

Africa Day is the annual commemoration of the establishment of the Organisation of African 
Unity (OAU) on 25 May 1963, now known as the African Union (AU). Africa Day is cele-
brated around the continent every year on the 25th of May, and aims to celebrate Africa’s 
diverse cultures, languages, and heritages, while also reflecting upon the progress and 
common challenges experienced throughout the continent. The African Union has declared 
this year’s celebration of Africa Day under the theme: ‘Year of Women Empowerment and 
Development towards Africa’s Agenda 2063’. 

The theme for this year’s Africa Day celebration aims to highlight the need for African states 
to stimulate development in African communities.  The vision expressed by the Agenda 
2063 – The Africa We Want aims to encourage governments to adopt a more people-cen-
tred approach to development.  Under this vision, it is envisaged that there will be gender 
equality in all spheres of life and an engaged and empowered youth.  The Africa Agenda 
2063 envisions a society where all forms of violence and discrimination (social, economic 
political) against women and girls would have been eliminated such that they would fully 
enjoy all their human rights.  

The commitment of the advancement of women’s rights in Africa was demonstrated through 
the high ratification of the United Nations’ Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of 
Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW). To date, 36 Member States of the African Union, 
including South Africa, have ratified the convention.

The government’s committed goal of a better life in South Africa is intertwined with its pur-
suit for a better Africa in a better world. South Africa continues to support regional and 
continental initiatives that are geared towards, among other initiatives, the strengthening of 
regional integration and championing development and opportunities in Africa. 

In South Africa, women have made extensive progress within the built environment, howev-
er, more still needs to be done to accommodate women in the construction industry in order 
address current inequalities.

For its part, the Department of Public Works has shown commitment to developing emerg-
ing women contractors and continues to make efforts to remove the gender ceiling that 
limits the involvement of women in the construction industry. 

Top priority is the implementation of the Expanded Public Works Programme that is working 
effectively to empower women.  

Over the years, the South African Women in Construction Association, (SAWIC) has un-
dertaken complex construction work whose women entrepreneur members have delivered 
successfully, thus contributing to improved service delivery. SAWIC continues to intervene 
and negotiate with relevant organisations to empower its members to gain access to job 
opportunities, contracts, training and much needed financial assistance for their projects.

Other processes are underway to launch programmes such as Women in Engineering and 
Built Environment Professions and the Ministerial Women Empowerment Programme to 
strengthen and vigorously implement interventions to ensure that women entrepreneurs 
within the built environment do not remain marginalised, but are eligible to bid and tender 
for jobs of higher value. 

In conjunction with sector entities, the Department is to consider resuscitating the Women
in Excellence Awards event which will be held annually to recognise women achievers 
that have performed exceptionally well in delivering infrastructure projects while building 
successful enterprises. 

We are Africa
For peace, friendship, development 
and prosperity from Cape to Cairo

Africa Day 
What does Africa Day mean to you?

WorxNews’ Tshuluzi Nkoana spoke to some DPW employees to hear what Africa Day means to 
them. This is what they said:

Irvin Letsetsetse - Africa day is a day of reconciliation. It is a day when 
Africans come together as one, It is that day when everyone is filled 
with the spirit of Ubuntu. the day where we reflect on our backgrounds 
as Africans but also to peep into our future. A day of possible answers 
to questions that are impossible to answer, a day where we remember 
how our heroes paved the way for us, how their scars turned into our 
stars to light our future and make it bright. Good history for our young 
kids to understand the origin of AU and why it was necessary. We are 
Africans and let’s treat each other as such.

Kagelelo Segole - Africa month for me symbolises a moment in his-
tory where we get together as one to celebrate the evolution of this 
beautiful continent within which we live. History is part of our heritage 
and reflecting paves an unblemished way for where we are headed as 
a nation. 

Dimakatso Mahlangu - It reminds me to take a moment and ap-
preciate this beautiful continent and its beautiful diverse people. It 
means that everybody who lives in this continent must celebrate their 
cultural beliefs and traditions. It also encourages me to be against 
xenophobia. Chapter 3 section 41 of the constitution of South Africa 
says, “preserve the peace,national unity of the republic because we 
are all Africans and South Africa belongs to everybody who lives in it”.

Brian Hlongoane - As an African I feel it in my soul, the struggle of 
my ancestors and the journey it has taken us on,as Africans today. It’s 
encrypted in me and that is why spirituality and culture matters to me. 
There are plenty of opportunities for me here and I can be whoever I 
want to be.

Chuene Makwela - Africa Day is one important day for me. I pride 
myself with my identity which is characterised by the complexion of 
my skin, the attire that I put on, my social association in different ways 
and the food I eat. Africa is home for me and all who live in it. I wish 
to take advantage of the platform I am given to condemn Xenophobia 
at all costs. Fellow Africans, let’s gather around the baobab tree and 
enjoy our African food, attire, folklore and sing our beautiful African 
tunes.

Puleng Tlhabi - This is a day to celebrate with my fellow Africans, 
our vast cultures, languages, religions and our interrelationships. This 
day reminds me of Ubuntu, the rich resources that we have and our 
achievements as a continent that we must be proud of.

Department of Public Works celebrates Africa Day

Exco members join in the celebrations of Africa Day
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As the Turnaround Strategy enters into its third year, the Department of Public 
Works continues to consult labour unions about the implementation of the 
seven-year plan that is rebuilding DPW.

Early this month the Department held a three-day consultative Steering 
Committee workshop with registered labour unions, Public Service Association 
and National Allied Health Workers Union. The event at the General Public 
Service Sectoral Bargaining Council (GPSSBC) offices, focused on the Turn-
around strategy currently being implemented to rebuild the DPW.

The Steering Committee was established after DPW and the unions signed 
the National Framework Agreement in March 2014 to govern the objectives, 
principles and procedures to manage the Turnaround Strategy in the 
Department. 

It also facilitates engagement between stakeholders on matters relating to 
the Turnaround Strategy. 

The Committee ensures fair and consistent application of the migration 
process and Steering Committee members are to drive this process with the 
view of ensuring that all employees are matched and placed in the  Property 
Management Trading Entity (PMTE) and the new DPW structure. The Steering 
Committee also reports to the DBC on its work and escalate to it, any matter 
impacting on the conditions of service.

Addressing the workshop, Public Works Minister, TW Nxesi, urged the unions 
to discourage corruption.

He also encouraged them to follow proper procedures when dealing with 
clients.  

The Minister also commended the unions for cooperating with DPW during 
the implementation of the Turnaround Strategy.  

The Department was implementing the second phase of the Turnaround 
strategy – known as Efficiency Enhancement.  One of the main highlights of 
the phase was the operationalisation of the PMTE.

Central to the work of the Steering Committee is to scrutinise all projects of 
the Turnaround programme including but not limited to, 7 year Turnaround 
plan and its Business case (Close up report), operationalising the PMTE, 
2003/2014 approved and proposed organisational structure and migration 
plan, clean audit, construction project, DPW strategic plan, PMTE Strategic 
plan, Human Resource plan, 2006 Treasury approval of the PMTE, etc.

The workshop also discussed the Steering Committee report .that focused 
on, among other things, reporting requirements for the PMTE Head and its  
legal status. 

PMTE is a trading entity established by National Treasury in terms of 
Regulation 19 of the Public Fincance Management Act (PFMA) within DPW 
and is answerable to the Director General as an Accounting Officer in terms 
of the PFMA. 

Labour is set to provide its final response and inputs, and finalise discussion 
and sign-off migration principles after approval of the structure.

Later, the Steering Committee will hold workshops in all regions. 

The second phase of the engagement is to interact with projects in the 2nd 
phase of Turnaround Strategy.

DPW consults with labour unions
on internal transformation process 

By Tshuluzi Nkoana
Pictures By Tshuluzi Nkoana & Shudufhadzo Mudau
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By Brian Dlamini
Pictures By Brian Dlamini

The Department of Public Works (DPW) has implemented a Repair and Main-
tenance Programme (RAMP) for all 53 Land Ports of Entry (LPOE). 

The projects are funded through the DPW Capital Works budget.  The RAMP 
forms part of Operation Pyramid, launched on the 19th of June in Skukuza 
Camp, Kruger National Park, in Mpumalanga.  

Operation Pyramid is a government-driven partnership initiative to enhance 
border security and control in the interim period leading up to the establish-
ment of the Border Management Agency (BMA). 

It is aimed at holistically embracing the three dimensions of the borderline 
environment: namely air, land and sea with a view to ensuring greater co-
herence and impact of existing government initiatives in the borderline en-
vironment in the transition period while the Border Management Agency is 
being established.  Operation Pyramid positions the border communities as 
a crucial partner with government in securing and safeguarding the country’s 
land, air and sea borders. 

On dry land, going from West to East, South Africa shares borders with Na-
mibia, Botswana, Zimbabwe, Mozambique, Swaziland and Lesotho. 

There are six user departments actively operational at the Land Ports of Entry 
being the South African Police Service (SAPS), South African Revenue Ser-
vice (SARS), the Department of Home Affairs, the Department of Agriculture, 
Forestry and Fisheries (DAFF), the Department of Health and the State Se-
curity Agency (SSA).

Among the officials who attended the launch was Honorable Minister of Home 
Affairs, Mr  Malusi Gigaba, MP and Mpumalanga MEC of Community Safety, 
Security and Liaison, Mr Vusumuzi Robert Shongwe, MPL. 

DPW, as the custodian of land ports of entry, is responsible for the provision 
of accommodation, electricity, water and sewage services, as well as mainte-
nance and repair work at these ports of entry.  Accommodation at Land Ports 
of Entry complies with the Government Immovable Asset Management Act 
(GIAMA, Act of 2007) guidelines on Functional Performance (i.e. the accom-
modation is operating efficiently/optimally and fully suitable for its required 
functions as a Port of Entry).

The Beit Bridge Land Port of Entry was redeveloped as a One-Stop Border 
Post after being identified as one of the presidential infrastructure develop-
ment projects.

DPW is responsible for the development/upgrading/maintenance of border-
line fences and patrol roads in conjunction with the South African National 
Defence Force (SANDF) and the DAFF. 

As part of the strengthening of the borderline environment, the Department 
has registered projects to conduct the pre-planning works for the upgrading 
of the patrol roads and borderline fences along the Free State/Lesotho, Mo-
zambique/Mpumalanga and Zimbabwe/Limpopo borders. 

A project manager from Bloemfontein Regional Office has been appointed to 
commence with the planning phase of the FS/Lesotho project.  It is anticipat-
ed that the instruction for the other two projects will be issued Mozambique/
Mpumalanga and Zimbabwe/Limpopo) soon.

In his key note address, the Minister of Home Affairs, Mr Gigaba said that’’ 
With regard to the Ports of Entry, the Department of Home Affairs will soon be 
appointing a Transaction Advisor to undertake the technical studies required 
to support the proposals for the revamp of the physical and systems infra-
structure of the 6 key land ports of entry at Beit Bridge, Lebombo, Kopfontein, 
Oshoek, Ficksburg Bridge and Maseru Bridge.

Operation Pyramid 
paves way for Border Management Agency (BMA)

The Department’s Mr Basson Geldenhuys, Ms Louise VD Heever and 
Mr Siphamandla Ngcobo display some of the DPW products

The Department’s Mr Siphamandla Ngcobo (left) assists delegates visiting the 
DPW exhibition stand
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By Michael Mokoena
Pictures By Emmanuel Jiyane

Richmond in the KwaZulu Natal Midlands was painted orange recently as thousands of com-
munity members and Expanded Public Works Programme (EPWP) participants descended 
on the town for the provincial launch of the EPWP Phase 3.

Led by the Province’s Premier Senzo Mchunu and his Cabinet, the orange clad community 
members gathered at the Slahla Stadium.

“We are all excited about this launch. There is a high unemployment rate in our community 
and through EPWP, the Government has shown that it cares about us. The Government is 
also displaying that it is interested in developing small townships and we appreciate that,” 
said Mr Thulani Mlangeni, a community member. 

He was one of many community members who braved the early morning heat to queue out-
side the stadium early even before the event could start.

Earlier, the Premier and some of his Cabinet members visited three EPWP sites to interact 
with the participants and to witness how successful EPWP projects were in the area.They 
visited the Richmond License Testing Centre which was built by EPWP participants and later 
interacted with the participants at both the Zibambele Road Maintenance Programme and a 
site where the Government’s Community War Room was being built.

“We are happy with the training and work opportunities that have been given to us by EPWP. 
Today we are better people. We are confident that when this project ends many of us will be 
in a position to find employment and even open companies because of the skills we have 
acquired here,”EPWP beneficiary Thandazile Phoswa said.

Phoswa is one of the 95 young people who are part of EPWP’s National Youth Service (NYS) 
programme to build the Community War Room, under the watchful eye of the Province’s 
Department of Public Works. Once completed, the centre will be a Government hub aimed at 
expanding access of public services to the community. 

Premier Mchunu said such projects are a reflection of the important function played by 
EPWP to make a tangible and an immediate contribution in the upliftment of the people of 
the province. 

One of the EPWP beneficiaries Nhlakanipho Sithole urged all South Africans to have hope 
in the Government’s Public Employment Programmes (PEPs) that are aimed at alleviating 
unemployment and poverty.  “People who have not yet found work must remain hopeful 
because in future they too will get jobs,” he added. 

Thabile Hlongwane, an EPWP participant in the Emkhambathini Local Municipality’s Commu-
nity Work Programme (CWP), said that “EPWP has changed my life for the better”.
“A 1000 young people from my municipality have been given training in various accredited 
skills including plumbing and artisan through this project,” she added.

Mchunu said that the testimonies by the EPWP participants displayed the country’s good 
stories.“In fact what we have here is a unique marriage between the Government and the 
people. Only death will end our marriage because it is felt deep in our hearts. This Govern-
ment loves you and will do its best to ensure that it improves your lives,” said Mchunu.
Premier Mchunu committed his administration to the EPWP Phase 3 targets of creating a 
total of 725 340 work opportunities and 280 062 full time equivalent by 2019.

Richmond 

A brief synopsis on the performance of EPWP Phase 3 in Richmond shows that, during quar-
ter 3 of 2014, there were 48 EPWP projects reported in the (Richmond) municipality across 
all sectors with the highest number of projects being in the Infrastructure and Environment 
Sector. 

By Michael Mokoena
Pictures By Emmanuel Jiyane

In a bid to improve the quality of health services delivered to communities in Gauteng, 
Government, through the Expanded Public Works Programme (EPWP), is currently 
training 40 young people to be Pharmacist’s Assistants.

Upon graduation, these young people will be placed at various Government hospitals, 
clinics and even in private institutions such as Clicks Pharmacy and Dischem to 
assist in the dispensary of medicines.

The 12 month training programme which started in April 2015 is an initiative of the 
Gauteng Department of Health and is coordinated by the National Department of 
Public Works.

Upon completion of their training, these youngsters will have a National Certificate 
in Pharmacist Assistance. The course is offered by the Foundation for Professional 
Development (FPD) which is accredited by the Health and Welfare Sector Education 
and Training Authority (HWSETA). This course is at National Qualification Framework 
(NQF) level 3. 

“These young people will contribute in our commitment to improving the delivery 
of health services to our people. For instance, due to the stigma attached to HIV/
Aids, some of our people do not want to go to clinics to get their medication. These 
young people will assist the Department in taking medication to our people in our 
communities and in their homes,” said Ms Barbara Dladla of the Gauteng District 
Health Services. Ms Dladla said that since the programme started, over 365 
community health workers have been trained in pharmacy assistant and that they 
were currently placed at local clinics and in hospitals across the Province. 

The Director of EPWP Beneficiary Training, Ms Cinderella Makunike urged the 
trainees to work hard to ensure that they graduate. 

“We respect you for being part of EPWP. I can clearly see that you will be committed 
to the success of this programme,” she added. Ms Makunike also pointed out that 
the element of training and improvement of skills was critical in the implementation 
of the EPWP. 

Ntombi Mahlaba and two other trainees Phumzile Sibiya and Lebogang Sekhaoleo 
said they feel honoured to be part of EPWP.  They say at the end of the 12 months, 
they will graduate and go back to their communities to contribute in rendering health 
care services and improving the quality of lives of the people.

Ms Tiyani Armstrong from the Foundation for Professional Development (FPD) said 
the programme was aimed at developing skills in the health sector. 

“The one year training will cover both theory and practical work with 80% of the time 
being spent doing practical training at the facilities where they will be placed, while 
20% of the programme will take place in class,” she said.

Ms Armstrong explained that the learners would have to cover eleven (11) modules in 
the period of 12 months. “The modules are linked to different components of what a 
pharmacist does. With every module, they will have an examination, contact session 
and a portfolio/project to complete. Those projects get signed off by the learners’ tutor 
at the facility where they are placed,” she said.

Armstrong added that these EPWP participants will be placed with pharmacists that 
have tutors who are registered with the SAPC. 

KwaZulu Natal Province
 Launches EPWP Phase 3

EPWP Pharmacy Assistant 
Learnership gets underway

KwaZulu Natal Premier Mr Senzo 
Mchunu

Some of the EPWP beneficiaries 
at the event in Richmond

The Director of EPWP Beneficiary Training Ms 
Cinderella Makunike urges trainees to work hard 
to ensure they graduate

Some of the EPWP beneficiaries who 
will be trainees to become Pharmacist’s 
Assistants.
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DPW 
e tshegetsa tiriso ya dipuo tse 

dintsi tsa mo Aforika Borwa
Dikgang le setshwantsho ka Mashite Mogale

Ka di 15 Motsheganong 2015 Yuniti ya Tiragatso ya Pholesi ya Puo ya DPW 
e tsere karolo mo go thankgololeng Thanodi  ya Mareo a Semolao eo e leng 
setlhangwa sa Senthara ya Mareo a Semolao a Dipuo tsa Aforika (CLTAL) le 
baphasalatsi ba Juta kwa Pretoria. 

Maikaelelo magolo a CLTAL ke go dira gore mareo a semolalo a fitlhelesege 
le go tlhaloganyega thata ke badirisi ba dipuo tsa selegae. Godimo ga fao, 
Senthara e tsenya tirisong Karolo 35(3) (k) ya molaotheo wa Aforika Borwa 
wa 1996 eo e gatelelang gore puo e botlhokwa mo go neeleng motho phitl-
helelo ya bosiamisi le go tlhagisa gore “Molatofatswa mongwe le mongwe o 
na le tshwanelo ya go sekisiwa sentle, fao go akaretsang tshwanelo ya go 
sekisiwa ka puo eo molatofatswa a e tlhaloganyang kgotsa, fa go sa kgona-
gale, tsheko eo e ranololelwe ka fa puong eo.”

Ke one mabaka ao Yuniti ya Tiragatso ya Pholesi ya Puo gammogo le maloko 
a porofešene ya semolao jaaka babueledi, bomagiseterata, baranolodi ba 
dikgotlatshekelo, bafetoledi, dirutegi, baitseanape ba dipuo, batlhama mareo, 
maloko a Lekgotlha la Dipuo tsotlhe la Aforika Borwa ba dirisaneng go tlhola 
thanodi ya mareo a semolao ya Seesimane  le Aforikantshe la ntlha ka mai-
kaelelo a go nolofatsa diphetolelo ka fa dipuong tsotlhe tsa selegae. Maloko 
a CLTAL a setse a tlhagisitse kgatlhegelo ya go fetolela thanodi eno ka fa 
dipuong tsa Sevenda, Setebele, Sesotho, Setsonga le Setswana ka tatelano.

Tshegetso ya matlole e e bonagalang ya go tlhagisa thanodi ya semolao 
e fitlheletswe go tswa kwa Lefapheng la Botsweretsi le Setso gammogo le 
Nedcor Foundation, Yunibesithi ya Aforika Borwa le Yunibesithi ya Johan-
nesburg. Khopi ya thanodi eno eo e bidiwang Mareo a Semolao: Molao wa 
Bosenyi, Thulaganyo le Bopaki e fitlhelwa kwa laeboraring ya DPW go dirisi-
wa jaaka sesupo.

Ka ga jaana DPW e samagane le go konosetsa Pholesi ya yone ya Dipuo, 
thanodi eno ke sesupo sa ntlha sa maiteko a DPW a go tshegetsa Molao wa 
Tiriso ya Dipuo tsa Semmuso wa 2012 o o rotloetsang mafapha a bosetšhaba 
a puso, ditlamo tsa puso le dikgwebo tsa puso go tlhola ditsela le mekgwa ya 
go dirisa dipuo tse 11 tsa semmuso le go tlhatlosa dipuo tse di farologaneng 
mo Aforika Borwa e ntšhwa.

DPW 
lend support to the multilingual 

character of South Africa
Article & picture by Mashite Mogale

On the 15 May 2015 the DPW Language Policy Implementation Unit par-
ticipated and collaborated in the launch of the Legal Terminology Dictionary 
in Pretoria, a brain child of the Centre for Legal Terminology in African Lan-
guage (CLTAL) and Juta Publishers. 

The main objective of CLTAL is to make legal terminology more accessible 
to the local indigenous population by making it freely available as well as 
more comprehensible. Furthermore the centre gives effect to Section 35(3) 
(k) of the Constitution of South Africa, 1996 that asserts that language plays 
a central role in allowing a person access to justice and states that “Every 
accused person has a right to a fair trial, which includes the right to be tried in 
a language that the accused person understands or, if that is not practicable, 
to have the proceedings interpreted in that language”.

It is on that basis that the DPW Language Policy Implementation Unit togeth-
er with members of the legal professions such as lawyers, magistrates, court 
interpreters, translators, academics, linguists, terminologists, members of 
Pan South African Language Board collaborated and developed an English 
and Afrikaans legal terminology aimed at simplifying the translations into all 
indigenous languages. Members of CLTAL have already expressed willing-
ness to translate the dictionary into Tshivenda, IsiNdebele, Sesotho, Xitsonga 
and Setswana on a phased in approach.

A substantial grant for the production of the legal dictionary was acquired 
from the Department of Arts and Culture as well as Nedcor Foundation, the 
University of South Africa and the University of Johannesburg. A copy of this 
dictionary, entitled Legal Terminology: Criminal Law, Procedure and Evidence 
is available at the DPW Library for reference purposes.

With its Language Policy underway, this dictionary is the first instalment of the 
DPW’s endeavor to support the Use of Official Languages Act of 2012 that 
enjoins national governments departments, public entities and public enter-
prises to develop ways and means to give expression to the recognition of 11 
official languages and to promote linguistic diversity in post-apartheid South 
Africa.

 Members of the CLTAL at the Dictionary launch event
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DPW’s June 16 Commemoration – 2015
Pictures By Shudufhadzo Mudau, Thokozani Ngema & the Regional Offices

Head Office Pretoria Regional Office

Polokwane Regional Office

Mmabatho Regional Office

Port Elizabeth Regional Office

Durban Regional Office

Pretoria Regional Office

Mthatha Regional Office

Head Office

Johannesburg Regional Office
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Take a Girl-child to Work & Men in the Making campaigns
Pictures Supplied By the Regional Offices
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The National Department of the Public Works (DPW) has empowered young 
pupils with disabilities from Filadelfia Secondary School in Soshanguve, North of 
Pretoria through campaigns aimed at positively shaping their future.

The Pretoria Regional Office organised for the Filadenfia Secondary School to be 
part of the Cell C’s, Take a Girl-child to Work and Men in the Making campaigns 
on the 28th of May 2015.  Under this year’s theme, ‘Dream, Believe, Achieve’ 
the campaigns aim to empower and develop both girl and boy children through 
career guidance, health awareness, rights awareness and  to help deepen the 
thinking of the girl children with regards to their infinite role in society, enhance 
their self-esteem, aspire and motivate them to reach their full potential. 

A number of guest speakers addressed the pupils including the DPW’s Ms Nancy 
Makhado from the Human Capital Investment Unit who shared information about 
bursaries, Internships and Learnerships offered by the Department, Ms Susan 
O’Neil, a Construction Manager from the DPW took the learners to a construction 
site where the refurbishing of a Magistrate’s court is underway. The pupils were 
also addressed by Ms Elize Van Der Merwe from the cancer association of South 
Africa (CANSA) and a team from the South African Police Service (SAPS) that 
made a presentation on the dangers of drug abuse. 

The learners were also handed gifts and certificates as a sign of appreciation for 
their attendance by Ms Mosusumedi Masubelele who represented the Depart-
ment’s Human Resource unit. In her closing remarks, Ms Masubelele said she 
hoped their attendance would make a huge difference in their lives and wished 
them the best for the future.

Pretoria Regional Office 
gives learners 

a glimpse into the future

By Thokozani Ngema

By Lungisani Dladla
Pictures Supplied by the athletes

The Department of Public Works congratulates 8 employees who participated in the 2015 
Comrades Marathon from Durban to Pietermaritzburg.  Seven of the officials ran wearing 
the National Department of Public Works colours while another ran for a private club. 

The participation of the 8 officials in the marathon promotes a healthy lifestyle in line with 
the commitment made by President Jacob Zuma in his February 2015 State of the Nation 
Address (SoNA). 

The President said, ‘We will continue to promote healthy lifestyles and to urge citizens to 
refrain from smoking and abusing alcohol and drugs’. 

The Comrades Marathon is the world’s oldest and largest ultramarathon run  over approx-
imately 90 km between the capital of the KwaZulu-Natal Province Pietermaritzburg and 
the coastal city of Durban.  

The DPW athletes who participated in the marathon are Elliot Phangisa, Solomon Segooa, 
Paul Luhlanga and Jacob Mahloko all from the Nelspruit regional office. The Mmabatho, 
Polokwane and Cape Town Regional Offices were represented by Moeti Mosebi, Arnold 
Mashamba and Howick Mashalane respectively.  The Head Office was represented by 
Moses Letlhaku, who ran under his running club.

We congratulate all of them for their bravery; the count down for 2016 has started.

Well Done to DPW 
Athletes who participated in the

 2015 Comrades 
Marathon

Pictures By Thokozani Ngema & Shudufhadzo Mudau
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CONTRIBUTORY ROLE OF MPAT 
TO PERFORMANCE 

INFORMATION REPORTING AND RE-
PORTS

By Kunke Sekgala

The Management Performance Assessment Tool (MPAT) was introduced in 
2012 in South Africa as a system of good governance to positively influence 
the governance systems of the public sector, in order to improve service de-
livery and performance information management reports and reporting. 

This system had 28 performance standards located under four Key Perfor-
mance Areas (KPAs) during its inception.  These were increased to 34 stan-
dards under the same four KPAs in 2014. 

When the Department meets all the expected requirements on set standards, 
it then qualifies to get a level 4 score which is green in colour whereas the 
contrary qualifies for a level 1 score the red for danger colour.

MPAT cycle

Source: The Presidency, DPME (2015)

MPAT serves as a system of good governance in the public sector for improv-
ing service delivery to the public. 

This is a model that has been imported from Canada to help the South Afri-
can government achieve its outcome-based approach for improved service 
delivery through reports.

It is essential for the DPW to report quarterly and annually as well as during 
the MPAT reporting period in September every year, not only to comply with 
the legislative requirements, but to also serve as the basis for service delivery 
improvement and improved reporting.

In 2014 the Department achieved the average percentage rating of 58% whilst 
in 2013 the achievement level was at average percentage rating of 53% com-
pared to the 2012 average percentage rating of 25%.The 2015/2016 APP 
requires the Department to achieve an average rating of 67.5%. It is therefore 
an incumbent upon all contributing employees to work towards the achieve-
ment of this set target of the Department on MPAT

Let’s all put our hands on deck to perform and report simultaneously in order 
to improve service delivery by the Department.

THE ESSENCE OF MEASURING PER-
FOMANCE IN THE PUBLIC SECTOR

By Kunke Sekgala

August and September are fundamental months in the National Department 
of Public Works for Annual Reporting. In August, the Director General is ex-
pected to brief the Minister about the contents and progress of the Annual 
Report – as packaged and presented by the Monitoring and Evaluation unit. 
All units in the Department need to contribute on the development of the An-
nual Report. In September, the Minister is then expected to table the Annual 
Report to Parliament of the Republic of South Africa. 

According to the Framework of Managing Programme Performance Infor-
mation (FMPPI)(2007), performance information indicates how well the insti-
tution is meeting its aims and objectives, and which policies and processes 
are working or not. Performance information is a key element to effective or-
ganisational performance management, including planning, implementation, 
budgeting, monitoring and reporting. Performance information reporting also 
facilitates effective accountability, enabling legislators to develop policies. 

Members of the public and other stakeholders such as the Portfolio Com-
mittee on Public Works are also able to track progress, identify scope for 
improvement and better understand issues involved in derailing service de-
livery. 

The FMPPI (2007) contemplates that public sector delivers services essential 
to the general well-being and development of the nation. To ensure that pub-
lic service delivery is as efficient and economical as possible, all government 
institutions are required to formulate strategic plans, allocate resources for 
the implementation, monitoring and reporting the performance results quar-
terly and annually.

It is important to know the reasons why performance measurement is import-
ant before reporting. These reasons are:

• Informing strategy and policy development:  Informed decision mak-
ing process is undertaken in consideration of service delivery levels as re-
ported, targeted changes to policies are effected and plans are reviewed 
and analysed for better implementation.

• Informing capability and service development:  Enhance the design 
efforts, delivery attempts and assess the impact of core services to the 
lives of the people.

• Reporting achievements: Produce clear, evidence-based, coherent 
performance stories of the organisations. Monitoring aims to provide 
managers, decision-makers and implementers with ideas on how to tack-
le service delivery bottlenecks for strategic shift.

• For an informed decision-making: Learning from previous performance 
levels of the organisation to correct planning fallacy and avert the same 
mistakes in future.

The fundamental reason for measuring performance is that what gets mea-
sured gets done. If the institution knows that its performance is monitored, 
it is more likely to perform the required tasks – and perform them well. In 
addition, the availability of performance information allows managers to pur-
sue results-based management approaches, such as performance contracts 
- in the form of workplans and performance agreements, risk management, 
benchmarking and market testing. 

In his keynote address during the late Minister Chabane’s funeral in March 
this year (2015), President Jacob Zuma said that performance is measured to 
gauge progress on services delivered by government and Minister Chabane 
was the first Minister charged with this responsibility. 

During the 2009-2014 Medium Term Strategic Framework (MTSF), govern-
ment introduced effective monitoring and evaluation systems to support the 
planning process based on the 12 outcomes approach to move South Africa 
forward.

 
March: write case studies, 
Cabinet report of previous 

year and review 
standards 

 

April: release 
standards for next 
year and results of 

previous year 
 

July/August: Launch 
and training of 
departments 

 

September: self-
assessments close 

 
October: Moderator 

training 

November: 
Moderation week 

 

January: 
moderation 

feedback given to 
departments 

 

Jan/Feb – 
Challenge period 

MPAT Annual Cycle 
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KNOW YOUR FUNERAL BENEFITS FROM GEPF!

The purpose of funeral benefits is to help pay the funeral costs when a member or 
qualifying pensioner passes away. Funeral benefits are also paid out on the death of a 
spouse, approved life partner or eligible child of a member or pensioner. 
Whenever possible, GEPF will process a funeral benefit claim within 72 hours of re-
ceipt, however, payment can be delayed if the claim form or the supporting documen-
tation is incomplete or incorrect. In order to allow GEPF to process the claim quickly 
and efficiently, the claimant must ensure that the information provided is complete and 
correct.

Who Qualifies for The Funeral Benefit? 
1. GEPF provides benefits for the funeral of a member or a qualifying pensioner, as 

well as for the funeral of a spouse or eligible child of a member or qualifying pen-
sioner. In the case of a member, pensioner or spouse, GEPF pays a taxable amount 
of R7 500 towards the funeral costs.

2. GEPF pays a taxable cash lump sum of R3 000 for the funeral of an eligible child of 
a member or pensioner as defined below: 

     According to the Government Employees Pension Law, an eligible child is: 

•	 a natural or adopted child under the age of 18 years; or 

•	 a natural or adopted child between the ages of 18 and 22 years who is a full-
time student at a recognised educational institution (proof from the relevant 
institution is required); or 

•	 a natural or adopted child who is disabled and factually dependant on the 
member or pensioner as defined above (medical proof of disability and confir-
mation of factual dependency is required); or 

•	 a still-born child – this is a child born after 26 weeks of pregnancy, who shows 
no signs of life and whose death cannot be classified as a self-inflicted termi-
nation as per the Choice on Termination of Pregnancy Act 92 of 1996 (written 
confirmation of the duration of pregnancy and the death certificate, as issued 
by the attending physician and hospital, is required.) 
Important note: Step-children and children of other family members who are 
in the care of a member or pensioner as defined above, do not qualify for this 
benefit unless those children have been legally adopted. 

Who can claim the Funeral Benefit? 
GEPF will accept a claim from the following people, in order of preference: 

•	 A member; 
•	 A pensioner;
•	 The spouse of a member or pensioner; 
•	 A major child of member or pensioner; 
•	 The guardian of a minor child of a member or pensioner (minor chil-

dren cannot administer their own affairs and so the guardian acts on 
their behalf);

•	  The parent or parent in-law of a member or pensioner; 
•	 A brother/sister or brother-in-law/sister-in-law of a member or pension-

er; and/or 
•	 The executor of the estate of the deceased. 
•	 In the event of any dispute regarding the beneficiary entitled to the 

benefit, precedence will be given to the person submitting proof of 
payment for the funeral.

Please take not that no payment will be made to a funeral undertaker. 

Documentation needed when claiming: 
Please note that a list of supporting documents and instructions can be found when 
downloading the application form from the GEPF website.
The basic documents to be completed and submitted are the following:

•	 A duly completed Z300 form (Funeral Benefit Claim Form);

•	 An originally certified copy of the death certificate (issued by the Department 
of Home Affairs); 

•	 In the case of a still-born child, written confirmation of the duration of pregnan-
cy and death certification as issued by the attending physician and hospital; 

•	 A certified copy of the deceased’s bar-coded ID or passport (or birth certificate 
in the case of a minor child); 

•	 A certified copy of the bar-coded ID or passport of the person applying for 
the benefit, or in the case of the executor of the estate, a certified copy of the 
executor’s ID and appointment letter, or the ID of the Guardian in the case of 
a minor; 

•	 For payment into a bank account – the Z894 form (Banking Particulars Form); 

•	 When the claim is submitted by fax, the Z894 must be accompanied by a cer-
tified bank statement showing the bank’s e-mail and landline contact details 
(these contact details will be used to confirm the bank account details provid-
ed); 

•	 For payment via the Post Office – details of the online Post Office must be 
provided on the Z300 form. Applicants must confirm with the Post Office in 
question that it is an online Post Office. (Important note: the original applica-
tion and attachments must be handed in at the Post Office when claiming the 
benefit – if the original documents are not handed to the Post Office, payment 
will not take place.) 

How the funeral benefit is paid
The funeral benefit can be paid into a bank account or via an online Post Office. As 
members and pensioners do not contribute toward the funeral benefit provided by 
GEPF, SARS considers the benefit to be income and as such it is taxable. Once pro-
cessing of the claim has been finalised, the claim is submitted to SARS to issue a tax 
directive. GEPF will deduct the amount specified by SARS, or if SARS declines to 
issue a directive, the claimant will be informed to resolve the matter with SARS  and 
payment will be delayed until a tax directive is received from SARS.

Payments to bank accounts take place three times a week and usually take up to two 
days to reflect in the bank account.
Payments to the Post Office take place daily and are usually available from the Post 
Office the following day.

Submitting applications

Applications can be handed in at any GEPF Regional Office or faxed to GEPF for pro-
cessing. The fax number is 012 319 3655. (Please note that this fax number is to be 
used for funeral benefit claims only.) 
Claims can also be posted to GEPF at:
GEPF Funeral Benefits
P/Bag X62
Pretoria
0001

Where to find claim forms 

All forms are available on the website: http://www.gepf.gov.za/index.php/our_bene-
fits/article/funeral-benefits, from GEPF’s Call Centre (0800 117 669) or from any of 
GEPF’s Regional Offices.
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Flu can be dangerous and we
need to protect ourselves against it

A large number of cases of flu have already been treated in South Africa in 2015 and people are 
advised to protect themselves by making sure that they are vaccinated against this illness, which 
can pose a serious risk to your health.

Thousands of South Africans get flu, or influenza, during winter each year. Flu was responsible 
for the deaths of nearly 100 children during the United States winter of 2015 and by all accounts 
South Africa will also have a bad flu season if we do not take adequate measures to protect 
ourselves from it.
 
While most recover from flu within a week or two, many individuals fall ill enough to be hospi-
talised. Some people with compromised immune systems even die from health complications 
brought about by flu. These individuals are considered to be high risk, or “at-risk”, of developing 
dangerous complications.

The flu virus changes continuously, which means that new vaccinations against it have to be 
designed every year. This year’s vaccine for the southern hemisphere was made available later 
than usual, but it is advisable that all South Africans, and particularly those at high risk of devel-
oping complications from the virus, still get vaccinated as soon as possible.

It takes a couple of weeks for the vaccination’s antibodies to start protecting you but it is never 
too late to have the flu shot as the flu season may go on until September or even beyond. 

Individuals who have weakened immune systems, including children under the age of five years, 
the elderly and those with other health problems such as asthma, diabetes and HIV/Aids, are 
particularly at risk of developing dangerous complications from flu and should be vaccinated as 
soon as possible. 

Just what kind of complications can be caused by a flu infection? Secondary bacterial infec-
tions such as viral or bacterial pneumonia and bronchitis are relatively common, which can be 
dangerous for those with weakened immune systems, and can even damage the well-being of 
healthier individuals. 

Flu can complicate chronic medical conditions like asthma, diabetes or congestive heart failure. 
It can also cause children in particular to become critically dehydrated and develop secondary 
ear and sinus infections. 

A vaccine that helps to protect a person from contracting the flu virus strains that are in circulation 
is developed each year. It should be noted that the vaccine does not offer complete protection 
against all strains of the flu virus. Nevertheless, it is it is a highly effective preventative measure 
and GEMS recommends that all of its members have an annual flu vaccination. 

It should be noted that, while the vaccine may not necessarily completely prevent influenza in 
at-risk individuals, it may reduce the severity of the symptoms and the risk of complications. 

Another reason why it is necessary for a person to receive the flu vaccination every year is 
because the vaccine’s protective effect decreases with time; the immunity offered typically lasts 

between six to nine months. This means that you cannot have a flu vaccine in one year and 
expect it to protect you for the rest of your life.

Who should be vaccinated? 

The following at-risk individuals should have a flu shot every year: 
•	 Children six months to five years of age
•	 Individuals aged 50 years and older
•	 Adults and children aged six months and older with chronic heart or lung conditions, 

including asthma
•	 Adults and children who required hospitalisation or regular doctor visits during the pre-

vious year because of chronic metabolic diseases, including diabetes, kidney disease, 
blood abnormalities, or weakened immune systems

•	 People with any condition that makes it hard to breathe or swallow, such as brain in-
jury or brain disease, spinal cord injuries, seizure disorders, or other nerve or muscle 
disorders

•	 Staff of nursing homes and other facilities that provide care for people with chronic 
medical conditions

•	 Healthcare workers
•	 Caregivers of, or those who have contact with, children of up to five years old and peo-

ple at high risk for severe complications from influenza.

How do you catch it?

One typically contracts the flu virus by breathing in droplets from coughs or sneezes.  The virus 
is contagious and can also be spread through touching surfaces such as door handles or tele-
phones that have the virus on it, and then touching your own mouth, nose or eyes.

The influenza virus infects the respiratory tract (nose, throat and lungs). Should you be unfor-
tunate enough to contract the flu virus, you may recognise it through such symptoms as fever, 
headaches, coughs, sore throats, nasal congestion, body aches and malaise (the feeling of 
being ill and not having any energy).

GEMS recommends the following to help prevent the spread of influenza:
•	 Avoid close contact with people who are sick. 
•	 Wash your hands frequently with warm, soapy water for about 15 seconds to help pro-

tect you from germs. 
•	 Avoid touching your eyes, nose, or mouth.
•	 Stay home from work, school, and, if possible, avoid other people if you are ill. 
•	 Use a tissue to cover your mouth and nose when coughing or sneezing and throw it 

away after you have done so. Wash your hands thereafter. 

Ends

Issued by : Martina Nicholson Associates (MNA) on behalf of GEMS
Contact  : Martina Nicholson 
Telephone : (011) 469 3016
Email  : martina@mnapr.co.za 

Healthcare update 
from the desk of Dr Joe

IN MEMORY OF OUR FALLEN COLLEAGUES

May your souls rest in peace, you will always be in our thoughts

Ms Khomotjo Manong from 
Polokwane Regional Office

Mr Motswedi Petrus Moga-
jane from Pretoria Regional 
Office

Ms Mavis Mshumi from 
Cape Town Regional Office

Ms Betty Raganya from 
Polokwane Regional Office
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1 JUNE  
SEEMA MAKGABO JUDAS
OLSEN IVAN ERIK

NKOANE MOSHOEU FRANK

MPOSULA MICHAEL MANDLENKOSI 

MATSEA MBULUNGENI ELVIS

MASHILO DAVID

SACHA NATHANIEL NATI

MONAMA  NOZUKO

2 June
LUQHIDE  ZANDILE 

LEKAU  POTSO JONES

YAMA   NONENE TRYPHINA 

NTONTELA     NOMBASA NCUMISA 

GAGELA  AYANDA MAURICE

NKOSIZINHLE SIMANGELE SCHOLASTICA

MOEKETSI MAHLOPHE BASIL

PAULSEN FAIZAL

CALITZ NICOLAAS WILLEM

VOLLENHOVEN COLIN

LE ROUX PATRICIA ELIZABETH

NTSHONA WILMORE DUNCAN MKHOSANA

CHIRWA HAPPINESS THOBILE 

VAN NIEKERK  GERHARDUS FERREIRA
3 JUNE
MOREENG KAGISHO EDWIN

DLADLA MNIKELWA

NOMNTSENTSE MZWABANTU

SITHOLE THOMAS

ROBILLIARD STANLEY RAY

MADUMETSA DEON DIKAKANYO

4 JUNE
ZIMBIRI ERNEST VELLY

NOGANTSHI SIYANDA ZUKISWA PETUNIA

MAMFANYA NOMONDE VIRGINIA

STOFUS JANETTA HESSIE 

MATUMBA SARAH MASHUDU

CHIKGWA SHIKHULELENI

YORK RICARDO

BASSADIEN MOGAMAD RIFFAAT 

MASEMOLA MOROAMOKOENA RAYMOND

MUDAU TAKALANI

GWEBU ABEDNEGO MADOLO

NGOEPE MAKWENA PHINEAS

VAN ECK   NATASJHA 

SEREI DIKGOGODI SENDRA 

MOYANA ZANELE NTOMBIFUTHI
5 JUNE
NGONYAMA FISTOMENJAR MZIAYIFANI

BAATJIES JOHANNES HENDRIK

KELI CIKIZWA CYLDA

PHAHLADIRA LESIBA FRANCINA

ALI IMTHIAZ

VAN WYK SONIA KLERA WILHEMINA

DABI FRANCINA

NHLAPO NOMVULA BETTY

HAYWOOD ARTHUR FREDERICK

6 JUNE
TSHOLEKA PHUMLISA ELLEN 

DLABANTU BANTUBAKHE 06 JUNE              

LEKOENEHA MMALEHLOHONOLO DINAH

MURUNDWA IVY   

POHLO XOLILE MAXWELL

MUDAU NKHANGWELENI PRUDENCE

MAKGOBA PONYANE SIMON

BANTAM TERENCE ALFRED

MARENGWA RAKGOMA JOHANNES

MOQHEKOANA ELIZABETH LEBOHANG 

MOTHEPANE

SEMENYA CYNTHIA GABAJE 

KLAAS NONYAMEKO PORTIA

WILLIAMSON QUEENIE BEATRICE

SOLOMONS DAWOOD

NIKA NONTUTUZELO DINAH 

MOTLHABANE SEPANKIE ABRAM

HENDRICKS ELIZABETH JO-ANNE 

KGOBANE ALETTA MMAKETSEBAE

JOBE NTOMBIFUTHI ELCA

MAKHAYE NTOMBIKAYISE CATHERINE

7 JUNE
TSHELA NOMNIKELO THERESA

NGALO TSEPO 

SITHOLE MANDLA REGINARLD

NHLAPO MBOKODO JOSEPH

MGIDI SYBIL NOXOLO

MEIRING MARTHINUS ALBERTUS

MATINYANE ELSIE MAFOKOTI

NTULI EMMAH MZABO

ZONDI OCTAVIA

MALULEKA MISHACK ELIAH

VAN DER WALT TJAART

GEDE KLERK ANNA

MBALI LUTANDO
8 JUNE
MASHIGO LEBOGANG FAITH                                  

LANGA PRINCE TSHEPO 

PLAATJIE DELCO BOITUMELO

JIKEKA SIYABONGA LAWRENCE

MOERANE LEBUAJOANG RONY 

WITBOOI ALBON

MASHIGO BAMAKELE GEORGINA

MIYA FANA STEWART

DAYENI LUNGELWA CYNTHIA 

LEBEA LEBOGANG  

JIKEKA SIYABONGA LAWRENCE 

KHANYE NTOMBE

NGIAH NITHIAMUNDRI

ZWANE MUZIWANDILE PATRICK

SIGIDI NOSINOTI
9 JUNE
NYEMBE THAMSANQA GOODMAN

MNIKI LIZIWE MILDRED

DUBELA NOSICELO MIRRIAM

DAVIDS SHANAAZ

NAIDOO JENNEY

NGOMANE LINAH NTOMBI

SITHOLE MDUDUZI STEVEN

NXESI THEMBELANI

MOREO KODISANG KOOS

10 JUNE
MAMASHELA MANKOLA VELLIE

SAMBO PENNY              

MASHAPA LIZZY

MOCUMINYANA LENA GADIFELE

MKWANAZI PATRICIA BAFIKILE

MURAGA LIVHUWANI GLORIA 

PAKATI PUMEZA EUNICE

FAGODIEN GAWA

SHELDON JUNE

MKANSI ANNAH THANDIWE  
 

BOYI DUDUZILE DOLCUS

MKHONTO MMAPULE MARTHA

MENDELOVISH DAVID

DLAMINI MZIBENI

CHOANE MASILO ELIAS

MAQENUKANA WELILE MARCHBORN 

MOAGI   NCHADI CHRISTINA

MOTSOENENG CLAUDIA MATSATSI

11 JUNE
 MNTAMBO HENDRICK BHEKINKOSI

RAKOLLE NALEDI ANDRIES

MVUBU ZUKO

MLUNGU JEANETTE NOKUZOLA 

NENE THEMBISILE PHILILE

SMITH NEVILLE ANDRE

MBHELEDUMABEZWE ELLIOT

MADLABANI VELA HEZRON

MAPHEMPENI NONTUTHUZELO THEODORA

MALATJI MORAKA DAVID

BHENGU THEMBOKWAKHE ZACHEAUS

MALATJIE PHINIAS PHANIOS

RAKOLLE NALEDI ANDRIES

RATIRO SOPHIA MODIESI

THAKANYANE TEBOGO SAMUEL

SISHUBA JOYCE NONTSIKELELO

NTAKANI THEMBISA

AFRIKA NDABENI JOHANNES

12 JUNE
MADOLO SIZWE

DINWA LUVUYO

MKHIZE WENDY LUNGILE

MAMATHABA NDITSHENI VINCENT

CHIYA SUKANI BONGINKOSI

MUDUMELA KHANGALA GEORGE

NETSHISUMBEWA THIVHUDZWI FLORANCE

MOTHIBA PULE JOSEPH

 VAN OOSTEN JAN FOLKERT ERNST EDUARD

OOSTHUIZEN ETIENNE FRANSCOIS

LLOYD-JONES ROBIN JOHN

FRENCH ROBIN HOWARD

MOKHARE JOHANNA SEIPEI

KOHLI   NOZUKO PATRICIA CECILIA
KUMBANI NYADZANI ELISAH

ZULU ZIBUSE DENNIS

JUMAT  MOGAMAD RAFIEK 

HILI HUTU

NIENABER MAGDALENA MAGRIETHA 

LANGA AUGUSTINE THOBI
13 JUNE
KGORANE KOKETSO MAGDELINE DITLHARE

MAMAREGANE PELEBESA MACK

PRINSLOO GERALDINE MERLE

MHLANGA VIOLET HLEKANE

JELE PATRICK

DE WITT CORINNE ANN

GWENYA FIKILE QUEEN

MAMABOLO ELIZABETH FATIMA

KOK CHARMAINE

VAN ROOI ITUMELENG JOSEPH

JANTJIES MOGAMAT ACHMAT EBRAHIM

MEELA MOLOKO ALBERTINAH
MOKEBE NTLOHELENG CATHRINE
14 JUNE
MGIBE NOLWAZI

 MAPHOTO MPHO JEANETT

SADIKI TSHILIDZI OLIVIA

MAPATHA SEBOYA WILLIAM

MMUTLOANE MAMORE QUEEN 

MOHOLANE ISAAC SELLO

ONTONG JENNIFER MARGARETH

GANGXA NELSON

SAAYMAN HERMANUS

NTIMANE GLORY NOMALANGA

15 JUNE
MAFA ANNAH MMAKOMA

NTULI NONHLANHLA GINA 

NGOBENI JABU JUSTICE

SHABANGU JOHANNA PHINDILE

GABA NONTSIKELELO

KGANYAGO MPHASWA 

KEGOPOTSEMANG MODIRI RALPH

LAGARDIEN FARIEDA

MATTHYZER PAUL WILLIAM ANTHONY

MHOLO GAOLATLHE VIOLET                   

QHOBELA MABELA

MARKUS DANIEL

NEL PETER JOHN

MOLOI TUBATSI PETER

TLOUBATLA MERRIAM KGANYANE

BIRCH WELSH BRYCE

LETHOBA TSOKOLO MARIE

16 JUNE

MABASO SANDILE WISEMAN

NDIMANDE JABULISIWE MANTOMBI

MOTAU SIMON

SIBIYA SANELE JUSTICE

MOTAU SIMON

PEMBA KAYA CUMMING

MASHIGO VICTOR

KIZA PAMELLA

ARENDS PETER

MAKOTO DANIEL NKGODI

LEWIN DORIAN GRANT

MABUNDA ALFRED

SIPHUGU TSHISAPHUNGO SELINA

17 JUNE
MAFIKA PUSELETSO PEARL

SHIKWAMBANA NWANUKERI REALIANCE  
 

KOBO PUMZA PRIMROSE

KHUMALO DUDUZILE PRETTY

PHASHA FRIDDAH LESWIKA

MOKONYANE MAMOKETE VICTORIA 

NETHWADZI MAKONDELELE DAVID

PAULSE CLAUDE PAULSE

ABRAHAMS HENDRIK
18 JUNE
MALULEKA MATHILDA MMAPHEFO KETLANE

BARON GERALD

MOIKOTLHAI GRACE SELELO

CUPIDO SURAYA

RAMAKGASHA MANTSHA JANE

NGUBANE MAVOVO

LENEE LENA

DIBETE CHUENE ERNEST

KATE NOSIPHO GEORGINA

ZONDI PHELELANI FRANCE

19 JUNE
NDANDANI NOZITHA 

JALES CHENILLE SIOPHAN

VAN DER WESTHUIZEN EMERANCHIA MICHELLE  
 

MOERANE KELEBOGILE AUDREY

SEDUMEDI BAKANG JAMES

POOE SNOWY DONNAH NAOMI

NUNDU NOMALIBONGWE 

MOOI BUYELEKHAYA LIVINGSTONE

MENTOOR NAZAAR

MBATHA FIKILE MIRRIAM

MABASO NTOMBIFUTHI ELIZABETH

NAUDE ANDRIES LOUIE
20 JUNE

HENNEY LYDIA

XULU LINDELANI MFUNDO

MAGOLEGO DANIEL MOTLOKWE

KHETHANI MUVHULAWA ALVINAH

DZIVHANI NNGWEDZENI THOMAS

DLAMINI MASHIWA THOMAS

KAMBULE TOKOZILE HARRIET

TSHIPALA NKHUMISENI
21 JUNE
NHLEKO GABAZA NICOLETTE

FRITZ GEORGINA DIANA

GOLIATH NOEL 

NQAWE NOSEBENZILE BANDEZWA

MAHLANGU BUSI JOSEPHINE

JUWELE MTATI JOSEPH   

BESTER ELIZABETH JOHANNA
22 JUNE

SHABANGU SAMKELE CHERIL 

MOKOENA WELCOME LOUIS

DLAMINI THOBILE YVONNE

MUNISAMY MAGANDRAN KISTENSAMY

PHOKOANE SIMON 

MAKHATHINI MBONGELENI

HENDRICKS EMERAAN

DIKE SANDILE

STRYDOM DEON

BRITS JOHANNES JACOBUS

BUITENDACH FREDERIK WILLEM COENRAAD

VAN TONDER FREDERIK JOHANNES MARTHINUS 

MALESA MAPAPA JOEL

LETLHABI TSHOENE CHARLES 
23 JUNE
MASHILOANE THABO GIBSON

KONDILE NOMFUNDO

XAKASHE NELISWA

OAGILE TEBOGO RONALD

PETHERBRIDGE MARIA ELIZABETH

CILISHANE NOMSA SANNAH 

DE KOCK SHARON RENE 

MATHE MOSAMO DORAH 

KUBAYI SHELA HALEYON MAMAYILA TLANGELANI 
 

LEKAY MARCQUELL CARLOS

NGEMA EUNICE SEBENZILE

MOODLEY MAGESHVERI

CHOSHI MALAKAIH JEREMIAH

24 JUNE
MABASO SITHEMBISO

SIMELANE SINDISIWE FORTUNATE

DLAMINI THOLAKELE CLAUDIA 

MANYISANE NONTYATYAMBO 

MASEMOLA JOHN BRYAN

MODIBEDI KEAKABETSE RUTH

KGOSIMANG NOKU ELLEN

NDLOVU SOLOMON

ODENDAAL ENGELA PETRONELLA

DISEKO MOATLHODI SAMUEL

TITUS ABRAHAM 

CHAUKE HLAMALANI AGNES 

XASHE VUYELWA THEODORA

25 JUNE
MPHIGALALE NYADZANI SELINAH

SPAMMER BERDINE 

MATUTLE MOROKE ISAAC
NKAMBULE VICTOR

CELENTO CIRILLO ANDREW 

KALIE PETRUS 

26 JUNE
NDLOVU JERRY

CHOKOE DIMAKATSO SELINAH

MATJILA ELIAS SEBATA

DITSEPU MOTLOKWE LUCKY
ROSSOUW CARMEN LEONORE
MONAKEDI MAKGABUTLE 
KHANYA
TSHABALALA MANTWA JUSTINA
MOTSHELABOLA MODIEGI
TALENI LUTHANDO
THERON HAROLD FRED
KRAUSE ERNST HENDRIK
HAYWOOD PAUL
SIKADE NOMSOMBOTHI MAGGIE 

NGUBANE BATHULILE VICTORIA 

LEWIS JONATHAN PETER

BAMBENI NOKWANDA NOZUKO MIRRIAM 

JAJI VUYOKAZI 

POOPEDI RAMASELA SUZAN
MAPHUTHA CHIPANE PATRICK
MASHABA MOKGAETJI PAULINA

 MOSUPYOE KOMANE SAMUEL

MASEKOA JOSIAS BETHUEL

RAMALATA LIVHUWANI RICHARD

27 JUNE
MAPUKATA SIPUMZE BETWELL

THEMBU MICHAEL GOEMEONE

NZIMA SIPHO

BOTHA WILLEM PETRUS ADRIAAN

MOKOMOTOANE MADIPUO ELSIE

PHOSANI SANDILE 

MXUMA DUMILE JOSEPH
28 JUNE

PILLAY DEVANDRAN  

MASEKO THULANI EMMANUEL

ZEEDERBERG CLIVE

MASHABA PRECILLA TSATSI

FORTUIN WILLEM 

MAGONARE MOGOMOTSI EZEKIEL
MAJANE THABISO SOLOMON
NEFHERE MASHUDU PATIENCE
29 JUNE
MYEZA SNOTHILE SETHABILE

DLELA NOPINKI IRENE

SEANEGO EMMANUEL MALOSE 

MPUSHENG SOLLY

RANWEDZI TSHILIDZI FLORENCE

MATLHAGA PETER TIRO

JAYIYA PUMEZA

MAKI NTOMBIKAYIS TRYPHINA

MEYER CLAUDINE IRENE ALICE

MOTSEPE PINKY DELIAH KEBONE 

PEREL RONALD MCDONALD
BAEPI LUCAS MOTSEKE
MEYER SHAMEEL

MORRIS DAVID MICHAEL

MANGANYE JOSEPHINE LINDIWE

30 JUNE
FISHER DAVID              

MAZWAI NOBUSI

WILLIAMS MAKOPANO JEANETTE 

MZONDI MFUMANEKO

LEKGOATHI MASEAMOGA BEVERLY

GWAGWANI NANDIPHA NYLEMTHIA

THIPE SINAH MAPHEFO

GOVENDER THAVAKANTHAN 

MAILA NOZILILO EMMAH

NDEBELE MXOLISI HENDRY 

KHUZWAYO MBUYISENI EUGENE

NKAMBULE MAMSEY BETTY  

BATYANA NOMTHANDAZO  
                     
LOMBARD ANDRE JOHAN
KGATUKE MAUDI STEVEN

Happy Birthday to the following colleagues born in June
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01 JULY
BUTHELEZI SIPHO DENNIS 
OPPERMAN SHEILA ELIZABETH
ABRAHAMS OSLAND
SITHOLE  ELIZABETH MOKGADI JAMISON  JOHN
PILLAY  SATHISEELAN
MAHONA  RODNEY ERWIN CHRISTIAANS  CATHERINE
MBENGWANE JOHN  MOTSHABI  CONSTANCE
MDLOPHI   NTOMBETHEMBA  LETLALO  GLENROSE MATSHIDISO 

LOUIS CHERYLLYNN BERNADETTE 

LETSWALO LUCAS RANKATI 
SWALIVHA  THABO SOLOMON NETSHIONGOLWE TSHISIKHAWE 

CHABATSANE   LERATO  

LELOKWANE  THABANG PERMENT 

02 JULY
LANGA  SANDISIWE PASCAL 

MABITSELA LESIBA MACKSON

MHLANGA  AUDREY DELINAH 

MOHOLO  ITUMELENG AUBREY  BALGOVIND   PRAVIN 
LEWIS GERTRUIDA MAGDELINA
BUTHELEZI FELICITY NOMAFU

MOKGEHLE  MOSENA MAGDELINE 

KGANYAGO   MMAMOTSHABA SALOME
MADIRA  TEBOGO PRESCILLA 
HARTZENBERG  STEVEN ALLEN 
03 JULY
MOKHASI MOTSHIDISI PETRONELLA 

SEFOKA PRECIOUS INNOCENT RAMAKGAHLELE 

LOUW STEVEN 

SETI PHUMELELE AUDRIN 
MTHEMBU SIPHOSAKHE INNOCENT
MBINAMBINA FANASE EUNICE
JEVAN NOLWASE BETTIE
MOKGOSE MPHO SALMAN SMITH GIDEON HEINE RAMALATSO NALADI SOLOMON
MAPHULA MAMOKOKO FILLYS

MGWELE NELISWA LENACIA

04 JULY
SEAKA SIBUSISO SYLVESTER 

LETSOALO LUCKY SAMSON 

MOLEPO MATLOTLO BETTY   

NDLOVU THEMBISILE

NONKELELA NTOMBIKAYISE MONICA
MAQHUTYANA NOMVULO JULIA  ENGELBRECHT ANDRE
NYAMIMBI NOZICELO GRISSEL  

SITHEBE THEMBA JOSEPH 

RISIMATI VENETIA TINYIKO 

QIQIMANA   NOMFUNDO MAGDELINE 

MOSIAKO NTHATISI EUNICE 

MOLUSI KEORAPETSE VERONICA

SEBOLA MAHLODI DOUGLAS  

JAMA FISELANI ERIC  

05 JULY
TUSE NOLUVO

MOHALE MOLATELO MIRADELA 

MATHATHO KENEUWE 

MBIZA MAGDA KARABO 

RABALI RAINAH
ZUMA SIBUSISO KHULEKANI BLESSING
MASEMOLA MANKWANA CATHERINE

KUNENE BONGIWE NONTOKOZA PATIANCE

DHLAMINI MATIEHO TEBOHO 

SIBANDA KAGISO EMMANUEL

BLUMENTHAL JOSEPH JOHANNES

MEYER ABUBAKAR
LEFEREFERE MOLELEKENG MAGGIE
MDLALO AUDREY DUDUZILE
JulyKGOANA IVY MAKARELA MAMPURU FELIX LINDA 

RHODE IAN HARRISON 

RASEALA NEO PETER 

06 JULY
KHALADI THANDIWE 
LEGOABEMAKGOTSO TEBOGO PINKY
VILAKAZI MBAMBISENI THOMAS 

MKHABELA DUMISANI JERRY 

NISELE TUMISANG 

SALEMANE TSHIDISO JOSEPH 

LE ROUX ANDRIES JOHANNES STEPHANUS
KHUMALO NOMSA ELINA
NADASEN KRISHNAVENIE MABOGOANE RASEKELE MARGARET DE KLERK CAREL CLEIMENT EDUARD
VAN JAARSVELD MARIA MAGDALENA
JAFTHA FRANS
NCUBE JOEL LETLHAGARE
AVELING IZETTE
MVUKELA MUSHACK ZABA
WEBB STANLEY

07 JULY
SIDUMO ZIMKHITHA

MANAMELA MATSHWENE ALBERT   

SIBANGELA TULANI BAGCINE

NTABENI NOSIPHIWO
GQOMO NOLI SYLVIA
NQINA ZIMKHITHA

LOOTS ESME LYNETTE

MZAYIYA NOMFUSI 

MAANDAMELA AZWIANEWI RONNIE 

CANNON NEOLYN NESBITT 

MADINDA LUVUYO                    

MAPHETO BAKONE ALBERT
KGANYAGO PHUTHI PIET
MALEMELA PHEAGANE SAMUEL
LEMMETJIES SOFIA KATRINA
MGWENYA PHINDILE PATRICIA

MNQWENO BABALWA
08 JULY
STIPEC SANDRA LORETTA 

STEENKAMP RHYNO GARY CARL

MAZINGISA HOMBAKAZI  

MGOBOZI BUKIWE SIBONGILE

RADZILANI GORUNGKI ELI  

MAVAYEYA NKOSINATHI DERICK 
MUSEKENE ERIC NDAVHELESENI

ZUNGU NQOBILE NOMFUNDO 

CARLISLE CLAUDETTE 
MONYADI MPHENG ELLIOT MATLAPENG SELLWANE MIRRIAM LALELA NOMVUYO ELSIE
MOTSEPE MOEKETSI JEREMIAH
MKHIZE MZWAKHILE JOHN
09 JULY
MTHOMBENI PATRICIA 

NXELE THULILE SAMUKELISIWE  

BOTHMA LIZELDA  CHIPANGURA ADMIRE TAPFUMANEYI 
BATISI THEMBI
MOTSEPE REBECCA MMANTEBE 
10 JULY
WILSON CHANE 

NYEZI THANDI CYNTHIA 

MAHLANGU MARGARET KHOMOTSO 

KOMANA NKGAFENG REUBEN 
MATISO THEMBISILE ELVIS   

MATLABE MATSIE MARTHA  
HENDRICKS ASHRAF 
MANGIA MIAYANDHRIE VENKETESULU                                MBUNDU NOMATASO DU PREEZ JOHAN AUBREY

MALI-BOTA BULELWA 

NOMFENGE THULANI

MAKUA VERONA 

MAPAPU ANDISWA  

11 JULY
RAKOTI EMILY NTHONNE
SITHOLE SAMUKELISIWE 

MKHALA UNATHI PRECIOUS 

NDEBELE SANDILE CLEMENT 

SEITHEISHO NONKULULEKO JULIA  

MALULEKE AMUKELANI DANIEL

MOODLEY NERISHA  

NTOAMPE MANTWAMPE VIRGINIAH

MEYER ALMARIE MARIA

KEKANA MAGOGO MONICA BARBARA 

METSOAMERE MATLHOMOLAMA KEOLATETSE MARTHA
SIBEKO KHUMBUZILE ELIZABETH 
RAMOROLA KEITUMETSE PAULINA
VISSER COENRAAD JOHANNES
MAMBANA HERMAN COLLEN
NTONI BULELWA BIANCA 
12 JULY
MATSOSO MAMOIPONE BRIGITT 

SKWENTU GOITSEMANG NTSIKI 

GUDIBANDI ASOK 

THANGWANA MUDZWALO EMMAH 

VAN BILJON ERNEST HENDRIK BERNARDUS SWART ILSE MARLENE 

PHIRI KEAMOGETSWE CHOICE 

MSELEKU EMMANUEL SABELO
MCHUNU NONSIKELELO BRIGHTNESS 

MBANGA THULANI  WILLIAMS SIDNEY MASHIYA ZANDISILE VINCENT KONDLO CYNTHIA PUMEZA PHASHA BOJANE HILLOCK
MNQANDI DINAH NTSWAKI
RINDEL DAVID JEAN
NTULI MANDLAKAYISE MGQIBELO
CIBANE NOMATHAMSANQA PATRICIA
13 JULY
PILUSA MMAPHIRI BRIDGETTE 

MBOKODO JUNE SIZWE 

SIPHOLI AZWIANEWI RAYMOND 

MATHOBANYANE MOSHE MOSES 

MOTLHABANE ODUETSE PETRUS

RALANE SIYABULELA
HENNEY LYNDON ROBERT 
SITHOLE NOXOLO CORDELIA
ELIOT KOELIE GLORIA ANNA 

MATLALA JONAS
NKOSI NTOMBIKAYISE MARIA
THIPE SELVY LAZARUS
TAKALANI LIVHUWANI FIONA
14 JULY
XUZA VUYELA 

MOLOI TSHEPISO BRIAN 

MBATHA LERATO NQOBILE 

MBALA ZITHOBE MAXWELL

MEYER ZURETA 

VAN SCHALKWYK BELINDA ANN 

VENTER MARTIE
NTSHINKA NKOSIKHONA
MABOGWANE MODITIYANE PIET
MADISHA MANANANA DORCAS
MONYEKI NDITSHENI SARAH
HESS VERONICA
WITBOOI JOHANNA SUSANNAH
MAGANA POCIA KWETSE 

MAWISA NOLUBABLO FAITH
15 JULY
MABONA NTHABISENG NTOMBI

SITHOLE NOKULUNGA LETICIA 

HEM VOTISWA MONICA  

HENDRICKS GAMATNOOR 

NDLOVU JUSTICE SIKHUMBUZO
MUTHIVHI NKHANGWELENI ERIC
TSHABALALA MAGDELINE NONHLANHLA
RADIPABE PINKIE MARIA

MUTHIVHI NKHANGWELENI ERIC
OLIVER JOSINA GERMINA 
MOALUSI TITUS PIETER
SMIT GLEN PETERSEN JEROME GAVIN KESWA EPHRAIM THABANI DITSEBE MMALETOGO JOHANNAH
NENE GENQE ANTON
MXHITYWA BUSILE  SKENJANA LORENZO 
SINGH MERISHKA

NONYANA NYELETI FAITH JORDAN LUNGA

16 JULY
HADEBE PHILISIWE NOMSHADO 

MANDONDO NOMANELI SWEETNESS 

AUGUST PHUMEZA
MAMABOLO FLOYD
MOHLALA JOHANNAH MANGATANE
SINDANE SIZANA DINA
MOTHOKWANE FEZILE WILLIAM
SOLOMONS SAM  
MAKWARELA PHILLEMON   

NXUMALO NONHLE NOMZAMO 

MZIMKULU CHUMANI 

17 JULY
LUBISI NELISIWE  

KHUZWAYO LINDOKUHLE 

SENONG VANESSA MMAHLANYANE  

ZANAZO MLULEKI PROMISE 
MAKHANDA MAKHANDA PIET 
NGOBENIMARIA DIMAKATSO
MOTLHALA LORATO CHARITY
HARTZENBERG JOLINDA EVELINA
MOTIMELE MADIMETSA FRANCE
GRIESSEL ANTON JOHAN MDOLO ANDILE WELLINGTON 
VAN SCHALKWYK PHILIPPINA JOHANNA ZONDO BONGIWE VENNENCIA
BOOYSEN ELAINE CECILIA  SMITH JUDY CHRISTINE
MANAGA AZWIDIVHIWI EDWARD
SEKHOKHO TSIETSI MOSES  MWANZA SOLOMON MASINKANA
SIBANDA NOMAZULU

18 JULY
NTSONGA AARONE CLINTON 

KOBOEKAEMOTLAGOMANG GIMMER 

VENTER ELSA HELENA 

VAN HILTEN KARIN 

ZITHA TINKY RONNY
MABUZA FONKIE DUMISANI
MTHIMUNYE SIMON THOLI
HENDRICKS MARTIN
MANGWEDI JAN MASINDI
MAARMAN PAUL
MOTHOA JIM MADIKWE MJANDANA VUYOKAZI BIATOR  

NAMFU KHAYAKAZI BUNTU  MKHUNGO NOKUZOLA PRETTY  

NGWAQA MZUKANYILE GEDION 

19 JULY 
MOFOKENG ZAMAKHATHIDE PERCEVERE

MOKOBANE THABEA LETLHATSANE   

CHABALALA MERCY 
BEDESI VINODH HERALAL 
BOLOKWE BOITUMELO HELEN
PIETERSE NICOLAAS DANIEL
MANZINI VERONICA
SEBOGODI MORAKE HENDRIK
THOMPSON LUCKY
LUPUWANA NOMBUYISELO CHARMAINE
MAQOGA UNATHI
MABASA THOKO PRUDENCE
SHABANGU MOHLEKU MERIAM
20 JULY
NTSIE ALLETAH KEDIEMETSE

SOLOMON THABISA TINY

MAKHUMISANI THINAWANGA HELLEN

MOLEHE VIRGINIA 

SODLADLA KHOLEKA
ZINIKELA LINDIWE LILLY
NDYENGA YOLISWA PATRICIA
DAVIDS MICHAEL ANDREW
NGWENZE LIZO ARCHIBALD
LANDULE TEMBAKAZI PORTIA 

MOFOKENG CLIFET THABISO ISAAC
21 JULY
MUDAU MARGARET NDITSHENI  

MAQAZA THANDOKAZI WELISWA 

VAN ROOYEN THESSLON THURSBY- HARTNELL

PELOENG PUSO IGNATIAS

MAMABOLO TITUS MAMBOYANA

PHAKATHI THANDIWE ANGELINA 

MOSHWEU PATRICK GOBUAMANG 

CHAKALANE NTSWAKI PRECILIA 
RAMBOROSA ASHWIN 
MVO XOLISWA MONICA 
BALOYI JULIA LEKETI HERMAN BILLY
MACHEKE RAMADIMETSA LINAH
GAZU THEMBA MKHONZENI
SEKABELA JONAS

CHAUKE VICTOR 

 22 JULY
LENTLOKANE TEBOGO 

MHLOLENI YOLOKAZI

KELE NOMINI  

RAKAU KATLEGO JAN
NGQANDU SAMKELO ATTWELL SKOSANA JEREMIA RAMANTSHANA 
MATHIBELA NELISIWE CHRISTINA 
DE WIT JOHANN MALINGA AMOS MABUTI
GOQO ABSALOM
MATHABATHE MAKOLA BLANTINA
SASMAN GARY DARRIN
MOKGALO ITUMELENG ISMAEL
MNISI SINDISIWE ELLEN 
GERBER FRANCOIS ANTONIE
23 JULY
 MAMAREGANE MONYEPAO DANIEL

NOMATEKE SEIPATI OLGA 

NTEO PHUMLA

MAMOJELE RACHEL MMATSATSI 

BIXA NOTHEMBA 

NTULI XOLANI MANQOBA 
BUNGANE SINDISWA
MONNATLALA TSHEKEDI SOLOMON 
SILVERTHORNE WARWICK EDWIN 
ZONDI MANDLENKOSI FLORIAN 
24 JULY
PHUMILE ALINDI 
MOKGOKONG PHASWANA JACOB
CHAUKE HILDA BROOKE

PHAHLAMOHLAKA RAMPELEGE SANDRAH

SUKUMANI VICTORIA TSELENG 

NDZO NONDYEBO

MAKHATHINI VERONICA CECILIA  

HOBONGWANA SONGEZILE
MTETWA NOKUZOLA GLORIA
MALULEKE LESETJA JOHN
SIBIYA MDUDUZI ERIC 
VAN DER SPUY ROLLO 
SINGQOTO NOLUSINDISO 

25 JULY
RANKOANA THERESA TSHWARESA 

MOLOKOANE DIMAKATSO SUPRISE

MALAZA EVERNICK AUTHOR  

LEPHALE EAZY ISAIAH

LENKEN ITUMELENG PATRICIA  

DILINGA THABO  

SEKATI ALPHEUS RAFEDILE  

KIRSCHNER MARK DAVID 
NAIDOO GOVINDASAMY VIRASAMY
MCASA GOODMAN NTANDAZO
GROENEWALD ONBEKEND
NGUBANE PATRICK TEBOGO 
26 JULY
GONYA AKHONA 

MULAUDZI TSHINONDIWA

MBONGWA GUGULETHU AYANDA GLEN-ROSE  

NCUDU NWABISA PERCEVERANCE 

PHAHLAMOHLAKA ANGELINA

MANABALALA MATSHIDISO MAGDELINE

NGESI THABISA

MOTLOUNG LINDIWE SHARON

SETLHATLOLE THIPE SOLOMON 

SMITH JEREMIA JERRY 

MALI SABELO 

KGANYAGO MMALEHU RACHEL

SERANYANE RANTSIMANE ANDRIES 
DITAUNYANA GOPOLANG MOSES 
KHETHANI MUVHULAWA ELINAH
BEUKMAN NICOLINA DOROTHEA 

MBEDZI   NDIKUNDISANI 

MASANABO ROWEN MILWA
27 JULY
XOZWA YONELA SANDISILE
PRINCE CHIRLINE ALICIA

MAGAGULA NKALIMENG DORAH

LIMPANE GADIBOLAE EUNODIA

SMIT FLORENCE LILLIAN 

LEFUTLA KHUTSO MARLON
KALIPA LUTHULI
SAMSON ROSETTA JO-ANNE
MOLOTO NELSON PHILEMON NTUTHUKO
VAN DER WESTHUIZEN ONBEKEND
SIBISI LINDIWE ROSE
YAKA DENIS LULAMA
MASANABO THAPEDI STEVEN
MONAMA MALESELA LUCAS
MAHOLWANA SINGATHA

MAMASHELA MPHO

MANYAAPELO TLOUYARONA JEREMIAH

DLADLA NJABULO

28 JULY

SEKGOBELA PULANE

TSATSIMPE TEBOGO MILLICENT  

MKONA LUBABALO
MOODLEY RENEE
MNTONINTSHI EDITH NONTANDO

MPHAHLELE HUDSON MOGALE
ZONDI SIBUSISO ANTON
SAM NOKONWABA EUBERTINA

MDEKAZI SANDA 

SWARTZ WILLEM GAVIN 
VILJOEN HENDRINA MAGARETHA MAZIBUKO MUNTU MALUSI
MBALI PHAMELA EDITH 
MASHININI JULIA THEMBI 
29 JULY
KATU NOMAXABISO PRECIOUS 

DEYI MPAFANA 

MOSAKO LEBOGANG
MOLAO ANGELA MPHO
MNISI MATSHIDISO AUDREY

MKHONZA AUDREY AYANDA 

MOKOENA MATSHIDISO TSHEPANG
KHOSA PATRICIA TINTSWALO
MONYEKI OUMA MARIA
SCHRADER JAN JOHANNES
ZONDI SINDISIWE THEUNISSEN ANDRE GREGORY 

MASEKO GILBERT RAMIKI  

KOKO SINAZO

MASENG CHANTELL BOIPELO

30 JULY
MAZWI ZIYANDA   

MNYAMENI THANDUXOLO 

ROTO ZANDILE IRIS   

NDAMANE GADIFELE JUDITH
LETSHOLO TINY MANKUTLWENG
DOBE YANDISA

MAHLATJI MOGAU RAMATHABATHA

TSHAMBULA NOMBUSO PRIMROSE  

JANTJIES MAXWELL JEROME
THABETHE NOMUSA CONSTANCE
QHIBI SIBAMBAYANA SOLLY   MATHIBELA AUGUST SHIMA
SAM XOLILE 

CHOCHE MOSADIWAPULA PRECIOUS

31 JULY
SHOKANE MAKOSHA CAROLINA
NXAZONKE SIBUSISO OWEN

KOLISI STELLA KEBOGILE    

NGUYUZA EVANS KHULEKO 

MASHOPE MPHO DANIEL
MAMPURU NKHORENG PRUDENCE   

MUSHWANA SMANGELE MARTHA

DITSHEGO THEBE KENNETH
OOR PAUL JOHANNES
LEE ELISE
HARTUNG BEULAH LYNETTE 
MATHE THOKO KATE

KOENAITE MARIA RAMOKONE 

ZONDO ANDISA MICHELLE 

MALATJI MOYAGABO SHARON 

NKHATHO THABISO ELYA

 

Happy Birthday to the following colleagues born in July
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The Sefako Makgatho University, Public Works Department, University of Limpopo & Correctional Services 
(SEPWLICO) Annual Tournament in Pretoria – June 2015

Pictures By Mduduzi Zwane, Thokozani Ngema & Shudufhadzo Mudau


